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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which option is a feature of Cisco ScanSafe technology?
A. consistent cloud-based policy
B. RSA Email DLP
C. DDoS protection
D. spam protection
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/vpndevc/ps6525/ps653
8/ps6540/data_sheet_c78655324.html
Cisco Enterprise Branch Web Security The [email&#160;protected]
Integrated Services Router G2 (ISR G2) Family delivers numerous
security services, including firewall, intrusion prevention,
and VPN. These security capabilities have been extended with

Cisco ISR Web Security with Cisco ScanSafe for a simple,
cost-effective, on-demand web security solution that requires
no additional hardware. Organizations can deploy and enable
market-leading web security quickly and easily, and can enable
secure local Internet access for all sites and users, saving
bandwidth, money, and resources. Figure 1. Typical Cisco ISR
Web Security with Cisco ScanSafe Deployment
Cisco ISR Web Security with Cisco ScanSafe enables branch
offices to intelligently redirect web traffic to the cloud to
enforce granular security and control policy over dynamic Web
2.0 content, protecting branch office users from threats such
as Trojans, back doors, rogue scanners, viruses, and worms. The
Cisco ISR Web Security with Cisco ScanSafe feature will be
available in the Security SEC K9 license bundle

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has two EMC VNX configured to replicate between
sites. Each VNX has dual Control Stations. The primary Control
Station at the source site fails at 6 p.m. and reboots. At 8
p.m., the customer completes DR testing and observes CIFS
replication does not failover to the target site VNX. Why does
CIFS replication not failover to the target VNX during the DR
test?
A. The control station of the secondary VNX should have IP
bounding enabled.
B. The control station of the primary VNX should have been
failed back.
C. The control station of the primary VNX should have IP
bounding enabled.
D. The control station of the second VNX should have been
failed over.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements concerning the Change and
Transport System are correct? (Choose two)
A. Newly created (and empty) customizing change requests always
have one or more tasks.
B. The transport directory is given by the parameter DIR_TRANS.
C. Small corrections on ABAP programs can be done safely in the
production system.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are a system administrator of an Azure-based Dynamics 365
for Finance and Operations instance.

Your company is using a single master configuration environment
to refresh a test environment during implementation. You need
to perform refreshes several times and make sure they are done
successfully.
You need to automate the data migration and leverage the data
task automation tool.
Which objects should you use for each scenario? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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